"Project Health Control on your project
puts eyes and ears everywhere"
Imagine how your business could be if
each and every employee treats it as
their own. The entire workforce working
for the project's early completion and
for your bottom ine success.
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WHY PROJECT
CONTROL?

THE ICEBERG IN ...

Project Health is all about visibility and
communication.

When we're talking about project success or
failure, we're really talking Project Control, and
so the reason is purely economic.

A healthy project in our definition is one where
the deliverables are clearly defined and their
status known precisely on a day to day basis.

This becomes intuitively obvious when we
consider some of the things that hinder a
project's progress.

The processes used in our project health control
system serve to feed that definition continually.
And those processes are followed mainly by
staff dedicated to the Project Health Control
function.

Information scatters - right hand loses sight of what
the left hand in the project is doing.
People leave, taking their own personal bubble of
knowledge with them.
Concerns discussed to death not resolution. Priority
for meeting time by popularity instead of value.
Email culture takes hold alongside 'blame culture' back covering for people not project.
Personal beats project economics -because a neverending project = continual stream of wages.
Enthusiasm is not automatic - levels vary hugely in a
workforce over the span of a project.

There is widespread deficiency in the way
projects are run. Don't believe what the average
Project Team representative will tell you about
his project, that it's on track, on budget, that
the people on the project are fully behind the
project mission, and that morale is at an all
time high.
If you revisit these people at six monthly
intervals, you will hear them all make the same
speech but about a project that is often
substantially different at each six month stage
to the what it was before.

WHY PROJECT
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There are some processes for the whole project
staff to follow, but these relate to accessing the
PHC lists and feeding information about the
changing status of deliverables and on
problems that arise while doing the work.

... YOUR PROJECT
Use PHC to find and expose the Iceberg in your
project. Bring us into your project team. It's very
easy. First work setting up systems is remote,
then site based. Staff get 'on-the-job' training
throughout the project as we facilitate
Management and Technical meetings.
Reach out to us now for information on how
easy it is to get started with a low risk trial

Staff see PHC as something both useful to
their daily work and easy to feed with update
information. The data gathering, organising
and analysis work that is done by the PHC
consultant is specialised and is done by a
combination of site based personnel and
remote admin staff.
Management see PHC as a window into the
workings of the project. The dashboard views
alone offer a valuable insight on project
progress, but with the feedback mechanism in
place and working, for a PHC enabled project
it's like 'having eyes and ears everywhere' on
your project. An immensely useful tool for
project control and risk and issues
management.

